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Hello, we’re super excited 
to work with you and 
produce some content! 
 
We’ve nurtured some fantastic long 

term relationships with a range of 

experts and infuencers who have 

helped us to help us tell the Yumi story. 

Our brand has grown rapidly over the 

last few years and we’re now on the 

lookout for new and exciting people 

who are passionate about health and 

wellbeing to help us spread the word 

and the benefits of Yumi. 

 

The following pages will guide you 

through a few things which should 

hopefully make your content creation 

that little bit easier and iron out and 

hick-ups.



1. Pronunciation

2. Watch the flip

Yummy not “Yoomi” 
There is often confusion with the way that 
our name is pronounced which can cause 
slip ups on content that is being generated. 
Or been generated and then needs 
ammending.

Phones have a habit of flipping images and 
videos without you asking. To stop this from 
happening do the following:
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“I’ve been taking Yoomi 
for 2 months now”

I P H O N E  U S E R S : 
Open the Settings app and tap Camera. 

Turn on the switch for Mirror Front Camera or 
Mirror Front Photos 
.
Open the Camera app and switch to the front 
camera to take mirrored selfies. 



A N D R O I D  U S E R S : 
Open the camera app  
 
Go to the camera settings,  
 
Disable the “Save as flipped” or “Mirror front 
camera” option. This will prevent your phone from 
flipping your selfie video.

The exact steps may vary depending on 
your phone model and camera app.



3. Discuss ideas

We love to discuss ideas with creators  
and see how we can organically relate  
our products to you and your life. 
 
We’re completely aware of how important 
staying credible to the audience that 
you have built is, so don’t hesitate to ask 
questions about content you would like to 
put out and use our resources to make the 
content as useful, insightful and valuable
as possible. 
 
To avoid any surprises or confusion lets 
make sure we’re on the same page with 
what is being delivered before you start 
creating.


